SUMMARY This paper presents a method for lossy compression of digital video data by parametric line and Natural cubic spline approximation. The method estimates the variation of pixel values in the temporal dimension by taking group of pixels together as keyblocks and interpolating them in Euclidean space. Break and fit criterion is used to minimize the number of keyblocks required for encoding and decoding of approximated data. Each group of pixels at fixed spatial location is encoded/decoded independently. The proposed method can easily be incorporated in the existing video data compression techniques based on Discrete Cosine Transform or Wavelet Transform.
Introduction
Digital video data consists of sequence of frames (images) in temporal dimension. Each frame consists of rectangle 2D array of pixels. Intensity or color values are associated with each pixel. Value of a pixel in a frame can be considered as a point in Euclidean space R 1 or R 3 for intensity and color respectively. Therefore if a video consists of a sequence of M frames then for each pixel we have a set of values {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p M }, i.e., p j = I j or p j = X j , Y j , Z j , where 1 ≤ j ≤ M. I is intensity and XYZ can be pixel values in RGB, YC b C r or HS V color space. Figure 1 shows RGB variation of a pixel in 80 frames of a video. Video data contains spatial and temporal redundancy. While lossless video compression is possible, in practice it is rarely used. Spatial redundancy removal or intraframe compression is achieved by image compression techniques like Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or Wavelet Transform (WT). Temporal redundancy removal or interframe compression can be achieve by techniques like motion compensation (MC). Most of the prevalent interframe compression methods use a translating block matching technique in the MC step. In this approach the frame being encoded is divided into rectangle blocks. For each block a search is made in the previously reconstructed frame for the block of same size that closely matches the block being encoded. If the match is successful then the block is encoded using motion vector, a relative location of the block with respect to the found matched block in the previously encoded frame, otherwise the block is en- coded without using previously encoded blocks [1] , [2] . Our proposed video data approximation method focus is on reducing temporal redundancy of data by approximating variation of pixels in R 1 or R 3 at block level using parametric line and Natural cubic spline. The proposed method differs from traditional MC methods in following aspects: (1) It works in R 1 or R 3 space and by break and fit approach approximates the intensity or color data using parametric line and cubic spline, while traditional methods are based on 2D block matching and do not use any data fitting model, (2) In our method translation of pixel or block is not considered, which is an essential part of existing methods, (3) In block matching technique missing block is reconstructed by referCopyright c 2007 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ence of some existing block, while in our method missing pixels values are obtained by line/spline interpolation and (4) Unlike existing methods, the proposed method does not require to specify 2D motion vectors, rather then it uses 1D keyframe indices.
Organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Related work is discussed in Sect. 2, parametric line and Natural cubic spline interpolation methods are briefly explained in Sect. 3. Section 4 initially describes fitting strategy then formally block level video data approximation algorithm is elaborated in subsection 4.1. Selected results are presented in Sect. 5. Section 6 analyses results and gives insight view of the proposed method. Section 7 gives some recommendation about choosing values of controlling parameters. Final concluding remarks are in Sect. 8.
Related Work
An extensive work has been done on approximation of data using parametric curves, particularly cubic splines [3] - [6] . But very little work can be found in the context of compression of video data using parametric curves that exploits the temporal and spatial correlation of video data. [7] uses Isomap, a dimensionality reduction technique, to represent a set of images as a set of points in a low dimensional space and uses spline to connect points in reduced dimension space. Like [7] we used spline but without dimension reduction, rather we used spline/line to interpolate points in R 1 or R 3 between keyblocks. A video coding scheme for 3D television broadcasting is proposed by [8] . Our work is also related to compression of video data but in contrast to [8] we do not focus on 3D systems. Typical MC algorithms [9] - [11] are based on block matching and they do not exploit the interpolation power of line/spline for approximation. In general they are computationally expensive and too sensitive to variation of pixel values in the temporal dimension. In contrast to these block matching algorithms our approach is to capture the variation of pixels between keyblocks at fixed spatial location by line and cubic spline interpolation and selecting minimum number of keyblocks by break-and-fit strategy. A method to approximate video data using Natural cubic spline, cubic Cardinal spline and cubic Bézier curve is proposed in [12] by the authors of this paper, this method is based on approximation of individual pixels data. In this paper we improve the results and propose a method that works at block level and uses parametric line and Natural cubic spline.
Interpolation Models
Our break and fit based video data approximation method uses parametric line and Natural cubic spline to generate the interpolating points between keyblocks. Parametric line gives linear fitting model while Natural cubic spline is a very smooth curve, suitable for smooth approximation of data. In the following two subsections 3.1 and 3.2 we would briefly describe the interpolation models of line and spline.
Parametric Line
Parametric Line is in fact a linear Bézier curve of degree 1. To generate a line that interpolates k + 1 points (intensity or color variation in k + 1 frames), k line segments are used. Equation of j th segment between points p j and p j+1 can be written as follows:
where q j (t) is an interpolated point between p j and p j+1 at parameter value t. To generate n points between p j and p j+1 inclusive the parameter t is divided into n − 1 intervals between 0 and 1 inclusive such that q j (0) = p j and q j (1) = p j+1 .
Natural Cubic Spline
Natural cubic spline is a C 2 continuous curve i.e. it is continuous curve up to its second derivative. To generate a cubic spline that interpolates k + 1 points, k spline segments are used. Generalized cubic spline equation of j th segment can be written as follows:
where q j (t) is an interpolated point for coefficients C 1 j , C 2 j , C 3 j , C 4 j and parameter value t. t j and t j+1 are the parameter values at the beginning and end of j th segment respectively. For k segments, 4k unknown coefficients C 1 j , C 2 j , C 3 j , C 4 j are solved by 2k conditions of continuity of functions, (k − 1) conditions of continuity of slopes, (k − 1) conditions of continuity of second derivatives. Two conditions for end tangent vectors of the spline i.e. q 1´a nd q k´a re assumed to be known and taken as 0.
Block Level Approximation
We can approximate set of points P = {p i , . . . , p k } by taking first and last point as keypoints i.e. p i and p k then approximate in between points {p i+1 , . . . , p k−1 } using line/spline interpolation. If the maximum distance between any point in original data and its corresponding point in interpolated data is greater than some predefined threshold then insert a new point at the index of maximum distance from the original data in the set of keypoints. Repeat the fitting process with updated set of keypoints. From video data perspective we can think P as luminance or color values associated with a pixel between frames i and k while keypoints can be thought as keyframes. The above described fitting process can be applied to all pixels separately. In order to regenerate (decode) the approximated data some time later we have to save: (1) keypoints and (2) Indices of keypoints or their differences (to compute number of points between every consecutive keypoints) for all pixels. This saved information ensures that we generate equal number of points (frames) between any two consecutive keypoints (keyframes) as in original video data. Figure 2 shows original data, line interpolated data and maximum distance (dmax) at any point between original and interpolated data for four different data sets. Although this example data is taken from non-video source to explain the concept but it can be thought as a variation of frame sequence along horizontal axis and corresponding variations of 1-D pixel values (e.g. luminance values) along vertical axis. In Fig. 3 four new keypoints are inserted at different indices for each data set where distance between original data and fitted data is maximum for each data set. This is how fitting model works at pixel level, that is fitting of data is accomplished separately for each pixel.
In video data there is spatial correlation, that is, pixels in close proximity have values equal or close to each other. There is also temporal correlation, that is, variation of values for close proximity pixels in consecutive video frames is close to each other. Figure 4 shows four neighboring pixels of an actual video sequence in 24 consecutive frames. It can be observed from the figure that neighboring pixels variation along temporal direction is correlated. Therefore it is beneficial to take group of pixels together as a block and approximate them using line/spline. In the block level approximation we will insert new keypoints at same frame for all pixels in a block, or in other words if new keypoints are need to be inserted, they would be inserted at the same index for all points in a block. Although the indices of maximum distance points between original data and interpolated data for all points in a block would not be same, but due to correlation they would not be far away from each other and by inserting keypoints at same index/frame convergence would be achieved. In Fig. 5 four new keypoints are inserted at the same index for each data set where sum of distances is maximum between original data and fitted data. This is how fitting model works at block level.
This block level approximation not only helps to save less data but also gives equal number of keypoints at the same indices for each block i.e. rectangle data. Spatial compression techniques like DCT or WT are much easier to ap- ply on rectangle data than arbitrary shape data. The above discussion provides the basis of block level approximation and in the following subsection we formally describe our proposed algorithm.
Algorithm
In this section, we describe our compression algorithm. Suppose that a sequence of M frame is given, and each frame consists of w Fr × h Fr pixels, where w Fr and h Fr are width and height size of a frame respectively. Each pixel value is in R 1 or R 3 .
1. Specify block width w Blk , block height h Blk , keyblock interval ∆ and the tolerance of fit δ (maximum allowed distance between original and fitted data) for one point. Compute block tolerance by:
2. Divide each video frame spatially into non-overlapping set of 2D rectangle blocks of equal sizes. Each block consists of w Blk × h Blk pixels. 
where k1,k2 are two consecutive keyblocks the number of blocks between them are computed by:
So now we will use the local indices 1 ≤ k3 ≤ m for m blocks between two adjacent keyblocks, inclusive i.e. by fitting the line/cubic spline between corresponding points of keyblocks. Number of interpolated c. Find the sum of distances for each frame between corresponding block pixels of original data and fitted (interpolated) data by:
i.e. (sd k3 ) N is the distance between corresponding blocks of k3 th frames of original data and fitted data. Where (d
N is defined as follows: For N = 1 it is absolute difference measure, for N = 2 it is square distance measure. In our experiments we use the latter. d. Find the frame of maximum distance i.e. frame where sum of pixel distances between corresponding original and fitted blocks is maximum using:
i.e. at J th frame the total distance is maximum between original video data block and fitted data block. e. If (dmax) N > , insert a new keyblock at the J th frame (i.e. at L th global frame index) in the set of 
where L = k3 u + J − 1.
5. Repeat the fitting process until the maximum distance between any two consecutive original data keyblocks and fitted data keyblocks is less than or equal to .
For parametric line once a distance between original points P B for all blocks between consecutive keyblocks has been computed and it is within tolerance then no further distance calculation will be required for all the blocks within these keyblocks, inclusive. When a new keyblock is inserted then recomputation of distance measure would be required for only those blocks that lie within these three keyblocks (two old keyblocks and one new keyblock at maximum distance frame). But for NCS during break and fit loop of block B k1,k2 insertion of every new keyblock requires recomputation of fitting parameters for all blocks, which is computationally quite expensive.
Results
In order to compare the performance of proposed method with MPEG, we applied JPEG standard as spatial coding to input test sequences and applied the proposed method as temporal coding. Same test sequence are coded using the MPEG-2 encoding with default parameters. Finally ratedistortion measure i.e. peak signal to noise ratio (PS NR) vs bitrate is used to compare the performance of proposed method and MPEG-2. Table 1 gives the details of input video sequences used in simulation. Table 2 gives the details of parameters used for MPEG-2 encoding of input sequences. Figure 7 and Fig. 8 show variation of PS NR at various values of bitrate for gray level Football video sequences in SIF and BT.601 format respectively at given parameters values. Figure 9 shows 20th frame of MPEG-2, line, and NSC approximated videos for Football sequence in SIF format at given parameter values. 
Discussion
Football sequence has high motion activity and shows real test of algorithm performance. From Fig. 7 it can be observed that for SIF format rate-distortion curves of MPEG-2 and Line are very close, while PSNR value of NCS is around 1 dB less for the same bitrate. From Fig. 8 it can be seen that for BT.601 format line gives around 0.5 dB higher PS NR than MPEG-2 while NCS gives 0.5-0.8 dB lesser PS NR than MEPG-2 for the same bitrate. Since BT.601 format has more spatial correlation, we took value of δ higher than value of δ for SIF format. We take ∆ = 12, and it means keyblock exists after every 12th frame. Increasing the value of parameter ∆ approximates larger number of block sequence with smaller number of keyblocks. This is analogous to curve fitting situation where fitting curve to very large data set and taking very few keypoints initially and insert new keypoints when needed. This fitting usually requires less keypoints as compared to fitting by taking large number of keypoints initially, because some of the initial keypoints may not be needed. But if a lot of splitting occur due to high variation of pixels values i.e. many intermediate keyblocks are to be inserted, then this would slowdown the fitting process. It is because each split requires a lot of recomputation. Therefore break and fit strategy of the algorithm in conjunction with initial set of breaks at certain intervals requires a balance between computation efficiency and addition of minimal number of keyblocks. For constant or linear variation in pixel values of a block the proposed line model can approximate it with no error. The proposed algorithm ensures that all the pixels of B th k1,k2 block use same set of keyframes during interpolation, this results in less saving requirement as compared to individual pixel fitting process. This also leads us to save 1D indices of keyblocks (keyframes) rather than 2D/3D motion vectors. Our approach guarantees non-overlapping nature of blocks in any frame, consequently gives us very nice feature that is pixels of any block for all video frames can be encoded/decoded independently to other blocks, which would not be possible if translation of blocks is taken into account.
Space and time complexity in both aspects, parametric line models performs better than NCS model. If pixel values remains constant or changes linearly in many consecutive frames or it changes suddenly at some point, in all cases linear model can approximate it better. Cubic spline model produces oscillation for constant data and does not change direction abruptly. The concept is explained in Fig. 10 where NSC fit produces oscillation and require more break points than line fit, even though NCS curve looks smoother. But this smoothness does not impact the quality of reconstructed video because it depends on closeness of fit to original data rather than smoothness of fit.
The proposed method can be applied to any 3D color spaces like RGB, YC b C r or HS V or 1D space like luminance or chrominance components separately. Optionally input data can be downsampled; preferably in YC b C r color space, because in YC b C r color space, C b and C r components can be downsample with higher ratio than Y component by utilizing the characteristics of human visual system.
Choosing Parameters
Apparently the described method has many parameters but fortunately they are interrelated and requires the end user to control only three of them: (1) Block size i.e. w Blk × h Blk (2) Initial keyblock interval i.e. ∆ (3) Tolerance of fit i.e. δ. Due architectural reasons block sizes of integer powers of 2 are preferred and we recommend block sizes of 4,8,16. As MPEG scheme [13] , [14] usually takes a keyframe after every 12th frame, we used the same interval in our experiments but this interval can be increased, if higher CR is desirable at the cost of more computations. Level of tolerance δ controls bitrate and PS NR of approximated video. User can choose the value of δ depending on the trade off between bitrate and quality. Empirically we find that parameter δ is not very sensitive to small variations and can be chosen flexibly.
Conclusion
We presented a method based on data fitting to compress digital video data in temporal dimension. The method groups neighboring pixels as blocks and approximates them together using parametric line and Natural cubic spline break and fit models. Individual pixel approximation is a special case of block pixel approximation, when there is only pixel in the block. The method proposed can be incorporated in the MC step of existing video coding techniques based on DCT or Wavelet transform. Approximating pixel values within the block boundary also makes it possible to encode/decode each group of pixels independently. Decoding in temporal direction is also a simple interpolation of pixels inside keyblocks. Experimental results show that the parametric line yields comparative performance with the MC algorithm of MPEG coding both in terms of objective and subjective quality measurement parameters i.e. PS NR and human visual acceptance.
